Occurence vs. Claims-Made:
Which One Is for Me?
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The important thing to remember is that the
difference in cost between claims-made and
occurrence is really a difference in coverage.
While you may be saving money at first with
claims-made, you are also trading off the simplicity
and portability of an occurrence policy.

Certainty – Things can change.
You never know what will happen to
you or your practice over time. With
occurrence coverage, you know you
have coverage for everything in your
past. With a claims-made policy, you
are dependent on a future policy to
cover your past.
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Simplicity – When you leave the
office each day, an occurrence policy
will protect you for the patients you
saw that day for the rest of your life.
A claims-made policy requires tails,
steps and other future decisions to
ensure coverage for your past.
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Portability – Occurrence protects
you from interruptions in your
policy caused by changes in
location, practice or procedures.

✓

Tail Coverage – May be required
for claims-made coverage upon
retirement, leave of absence, change
of location or policy cancellation
initiated by the insurance company.
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After comparing Medical Protective
to the other companies, we think you’ll
choose the stability and expert claims
handling of Medical Protective. There’s
a reason why more dentists choose us
than any other. There’s a reason why
we’ve been around longer than any other.
There’s a reason why we’re consistently
recognized and rated as the strongest
player in the industry. There’s a reason
why our statistics are so impressive and
that after a century, we are the company
that will be here throughout the entirety
of your career.
The reason is… we’re the best at what we
do. We protect dentists, and we do it well.
When you have access to the strongest
protection available at a very competitive
and reasonable cost, then you’ve selected
the best value for your practice.

Lower Initial Expense – Claimsmade policies provide lower
premium amounts the first five years.
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Limit Flexibility – Over time the
value of cases tends to increase. A
claims-made policy allows you to
increase policy limits for past events
while an occurrence policy fixes
your limits.

✓
Contact us today at 800-4MEDPRO
or visit www.medpro.com .

occurrence
versus

claims-made

COVERAGE OVERVIEWS

Occurence
Occurrence coverage provides protection during the
covered policy period, regardless of when the patient
files a claim. As long as the dental incident occurred
during the policy period, your occurrence policy will
respond – even if the claim is made after the policy
period expires or after you stop practicing.
For more than 100 years, our occurrence policy
has been the stronghold of the marketplace. In
order to succeed with an occurrence program, an
insurer must have solid financial stability. As a
member of Warren Buffett’s Berkshire Hathaway,
with the nation’s highest ratings from A.M. Best
(A++) and S&P (AAA), Medical Protective has
the financial wherewithal to protect you now and
well into the future.

Occurence vs. Claims-Made:
An Example
Dr. Occurrence and Dr. Claims-Made both practice
for seven years. Both dentists are sued in 2012 for a
service each provided in 2009. Which policy year would
correspond to the claim?
For Dr. Occurrence, with an occurrence policy, the
2009 policy would respond because that was the year
the incident occurred. With occurrence, it doesn’t
matter when the claim is filed; all that matters is the
year in which the incident occurred.
For Dr. Claims-Made, with a claims-made policy,
the 2012 policy would respond to the claim as long
as the policy’s retroactive date was prior to 2009.

Claims-Made

Claims-made policies respond to a claim when it is

Claims-made coverage responds to claims based on
when the claim is first made against an insured –
which means, you must have coverage in effect when
a claim is filed.

policy would respond. Had the claim been made in

If you enjoy claims-made protection, Medical
Protective also offers claims-made coverage. In
most cases, we will pick up your prior acts so
that you don’t need to worry about purchasing an
extended reporting endorsement (tail) when you
switch carriers.

Which policy year
would correspond to the claim?

made. Since the claim was made in 2012, the 2012
2011, the 2011 policy would have responded.

2009 Service
Dr. Occurence
Dr. Claims-Made

“In order to succeed with an

occurrence program, an insurer
must have solid financial stability.”

2012 Suit
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Questions & Answers

Q:
A:

Why is there a price difference
between occurrence and
claims-made?
Claims-made coverage tends to be less expensive than
occurrence at first. Here’s why:
Steps – Because a malpractice lawsuit is filed on
average for two to three years after the patient
treatment, the dentist’s risk of a malpractice claim
being filed is generally lower during the first few years
of practice.
For example, the only way to have a claim in the first
year of practice on a claims-made policy is to see a
patient and be sued by that patient in the same year – a
relatively uncommon event.
As time passes, the policy is said to “mature” as the
risk of malpractice claims being filed rises. The
claims-made premium cost will increase or “step up”
over approximately five years until it is close to the
occurrence rate.

“The important thing
to remember is that
the difference in
cost between claimsmade and occurrence
is really a difference
in coverage.”

